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Effect of chamfered brake pad patterns & lining friction
coefficients on the vibration squeal response for

automotive disc brake system
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Summary
The purpose of the present work is to study the disc brake squeal problem for

passenger cars in order to reduce the instable high frequency squeal modes. The
ABAQUS/Standard implicit method was used to perform dynamic contact vibra-
tion analysis of the current disc brake finite element model. The disc brake system
studied here contains the caliper, bracket, brake disc, and brake pad. Notice that
brake pad in general contains both brake lining and brake shoe. The brake pad with
a specific chamfer pattern and the brake disc with a series of cooling ribs for venti-
lation were numerically constructed in the disc brake finite element model. Effect
of the various chamfered brake pad patterns on the unstable vibration frequencies
is studied and the unstable vibration may result in the brake squeal phenomenon.
A 303 mm diameter brake disc with a rotational speed of 2.5 rad/s was numeri-
cally analyzed when the brake pad was subjected to a uniform hydraulic pressure
of 1.379 MPa (i.e. 200 psi). The complex eigenvalue method was adopted to extract
the corresponding unstable high frequency squeal modes for the present disc brake
system which contains the brake pads with a series of different combination of the
chamfer patterns and brake lining dry friction coefficients. In the current simula-
tions, the brake lining friction coefficients were studied in the range from 0.1 to 0.5
and three types of chamfer patterns, i.e. the 21 mm parallel chamfers, a center slot
and the top and bottom center V-chamfers, were also examined. The finite element
simulated result of the unstable squeal frequencies and the corresponding unstable
modes are presented and then compared with the dynamometer test results.
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